Classification algorithms are difficult to apply to sequential examples, such as text or DNA sequences, because there is a vast number of potentially useful features for describing each example. Past work on feature selection has focused on searching the space of all subsets of the available features which is intractable for large feature sets. We adapt data mining techniques to act as a preprocessor to select features for standard classification algorithms such as Naive Bayes and Winnow. We apply our algorithm to a number of datasets, and experimentally show that the features produced by our algorithm improve classification accuracy by up to 20%.
Introduction
Many real world datasets contain irrelevant or redundant attributes. This may be because the data was collected without data mining in mind, or because the attribute dependences were not known a priori during data collection. It is well known that many data mining methods like classification, clustering, etc., degrade prediction accuracy when trained on datasets containing redundant or irrelevant attributes or features. Selecting the right feature set can not only improve accuracy, but can also reduce the running time of the predictive algorithms, and can lead to simpler, more understandable models. Good feature selection is thus one of the fundamental data preprocessing steps in data mining.
Most research on feature selection to-date has focused on non-sequential domains. Here the problem may be defined as that of selecting an optimal feature subset of size Ñ from the full -dimensional feature space, where ideally Ñ . The selected subset should maximize some optimization criterion such as classification accuracy or it should faithfully capture the original data distribution. The subset search space is exponentially large in the number of features.
In contrast to traditional non-sequential data, we focus on sequence data in which each example is represented as a sequence of "events", where each event might be described by a set of predicates, i.e., we are dealing with categorical sequential domains. Examples of sequence data include text, DNA sequences, web usage data, multi-player games, and plan execution traces. In sequential domains, features are ordered sets of partial event descriptions. For example, a sequential feature that describes a chess game is "black moves a knight, and then white moves a bishop to square D-6". This feature holds in some chess games, but not in others, and thus might be used to classify chess games into, for example, ones played by experts vs. ones played by novices. Selecting the right features in sequential or temporal domains is even more challenging than in non-sequence data. The original feature set is itself undefined; there are potentially an infinite number of sequences of arbitrary length over categorical attributes or dimensions. Even if we restrict ourselves to some maximum sequence length , we have potentially Ç´ µ subsequences over dimensions.
The complexity is if we consider maximum subsequence length to be , as opposed to ¾ in the non-sequential case.
The goal of feature selection in sequential domains is to select the best subset of sequential features out of the possible sequential features (i.e., subsequences) that can be composed out of the attributes for describing individual events. We were motivated to use data mining techniques because the set of possible features is exponentially large.
An alternative conception of the problem is that we are constructing new features out of the primitives for describing events. These new features augment the dimensionality of the original space by effectively pulling apart examples of the same class, making them more easily distinguishable by classification algorithms. Of course, the process of constructing features out of primitives is equivalent to the process of selecting features from the space of all combinations of those primitives.
The input to our system is a set of labeled training sequences, and the output is a function which maps from a new sequence to a label. In other words we are interested in selecting (or constructing) features for sequence classification.
In order to generate this function, our algorithm first uses sequence mining on a portion of the training data for discovering frequent and distinctive sequences and then uses these sequences as features to feed into a classification algorithm (Winnow or Naive Bayes) to generate a classifier from the remainder of the data.
In past work, the rules produced by data mining algorithms have been used to construct classifiers primarily by ordering the rules into decision lists (e.g. [1, 2] ) or by merging them into more general rules that occur in the training data (e.g., [3] ). In this paper, we convert the patterns discovered by the mining algorithm into a set of boolean features to feed into standard classification algorithms. The classification algorithms, in turn, assign weights to the features which allows evidence for different features to be combined in order to classify a new example.
There are two main contributions of this paper. First, we combine two powerful data mining paradigms: sequence mining which can efficiently search for patterns that are correlated with the target classes, and classification algorithms which learn to weigh evidence for different features to classify new examples. Second, we present a scalable feature mining algorithm that can handle very large datasets with thousands of items and millions of records. Additionally, we present criteria for selecting features, and present pruning rules that allow for more efficient mining of the features.
We present FEATUREMINE, a scalable algorithm capable of handling large disk-resident datasets, which mines for good sequential features, and integrates pruning constraints in the algorithm itself, instead of post-processing. This enables it to efficiently search through large pattern spaces.
Example: poker
Let's first preview the main ideas in this paper with a simple, illustrative example. Suppose we observe three people playing poker with betting sequences and outcomes such as: Our objective is to learn a function that predicts who is most likely to win given a betting sequence. This task resembles standard classification: we are given labeled training examples and must produce a function that classifies new, unlabeled examples. Many classifiers require, however, that examples be represented as vectors of feature-value pairs. This paper addresses the problem of selecting features to represent the betting sequences.
First, consider an obvious, but poor, feature set. Let AE be the length of the longest betting sequence. We can represent betting sequences with ¿AE features by generating a distinct feature for every ¼ AE, for the person who made the th bet, for the type of the th bet, and for the amount of the th bet. In section 3, we show experimentally that this feature set leads to poor classification. One problem with these features is that an individual feature can express only that a particular, complete bidding sequence took place, but not that an interesting subsequence occurred, such as:
Feature: P ½ raises twice Feature: P ¾ folds and then P ½ raises 2 dollars
The first feature would be important if P ½ tends to win whenever she raises twice. A classifier could construct a boolean expression out of the features described above to capture the notion "P ½ raises twice", but the expression would have AE ¾ disjuncts, since we need a disjunct for "P ½ raises in the th bet and in the th" for all AE where . We believe it is important to consider partial specifications because it is difficult to know in advance whether "P ½ raises twice" or "P ½ raises by 2 and then raises by 3" will be a more useful feature.
An alternative is to use a much larger feature set. If there are 3 players, 4 bids, and 5 different amounts then there are ¢ ¢ ½¾¼ partial specifications of a bet, such as "someone bets 3". We can chain partial specifications together with an "and then" relation, as in "P ½ raises and then someone bets 3". The number of such features of length Ã is ½¾¼ Ã . The problem with this feature set is that it is too large. Sets of 10,000 features are considered large for classification algorithms. Furthermore, irrelevant or redundant features can reduce classification accuracy [4] .
We adopt a middle ground between these two extremes. We use data mining techniques to search through the second, huge feature set and select a subset. We show that criteria similar to that used in the general knowledge discovery task works well for deciding which features will be useful.
Data mining for features
We now formulate and present an algorithm for feature mining. The formulation involves specifying a language for features that can express sequences of partial descriptions of events (with gaps), such as "È ½ raises and then in some later bid folds". We then present criteria for selecting a subset of the features, to be used for classification, from the entire set that can be expressed in our language. Finally, we describe the FEATUREMINE algorithm to efficiently mine the features selected by our criteria.
We begin by adopting the following terminology, which closely resembles that used for sequence mining (e.g., [5] Our input database consists of a set of examples. This means that the data we look at has multiple sequences, each of which is composed of sets of items. The frequency of sequence ¬ in , denoted fr(¬ ), is the fraction of examples in that contain ¬. Let ¬ be a sequence and be a class label. The confidence of the rule ¬ µ , denoted conf(¬ ), is the conditional probability that is the label of an example in given that it contains sequence ¬.
where is the subset of examples in with class label . A sequence is said to be frequent if its frequency is more than a user-specified min freq threshold. A rule is said to be strong if its confidence is more than a user-specified min conf threshold. Our goal is to mine for frequent and strong patterns. Figure 1 shows a database of examples. There are 7 examples, 4 belonging to class ½ , and 3 belonging to class ¾ . In general there can be more than two classes. We are looking for different min freq sequences on each class. For example, while is frequent for class ¾ , it's not frequent for class ½ . The rule µ ¾ has confidence ¿ ¼ , while the rule µ ½ has confidence ½ ¼ ¾ .
A sequence classifier is a function from sequences to class labels, À. A classifier can be evaluated using standard we use only a "good" subset of all frequent sequences as features, as described below.
Selection criteria for mining
We now specify our selection criteria for selecting features to use for classification. Our objective is to find sequences such that representing examples with these sequences will yield a highly accurate sequence classifier. However, we do not want to search over the space of all subsets of features [4] ), but instead want to evaluate each new sequential feature in isolation or by pair-wise comparison to other candidate features. Certainly, the criteria for selecting features might depend on the domain and the classifier being used. We believe, however, that the following domain-and-classifierindependent heuristics are useful for selecting sequences to serve as features:
1) Features should be frequent.
2) Features should be distinctive of at least one class.
3) Feature sets should not contain redundant features.
The intuition behind the first heuristic is simply that rare features can, by definition, only rarely be useful for classifying examples. In our problem formulation, this heuristic translates into a requirement that all features have some minimum frequency in the training set. Note that since we use a different min freq for each class, patterns that are rare in the entire database can still be frequent for a specific class. We only ignore those patterns which are rare for any class. The intuition for the second heuristic is that features that are equally likely in all classes do not help determine which class an example belongs to. Of course, a conjunction of multiple non-distinctive features can be distinctive. In this case, our algorithm prefers to use the distinctive conjunction as a feature rather than the nondistinctive conjuncts. We encode this heuristic by requiring that each selected feature be significantly correlated with at least one class that it is frequent in.
The motivation for our third heuristic is that if two features are closely correlated with each other, then either of them is as useful for classification as both are. We show below that we can reduce the number of features and the time needed to mine for features by pruning redundant rules. In addition to wanting to prune features which provide the same information, we also want to prune a feature if there is another feature available that provides strictly more information. Let Å´ µ be the set of examples in that contain feature . We say that feature ½ subsumes feature ¾ with respect to predicting class in data set iff Å´ ¾ µ Å´ ½ µ and Å´ ½ µ Å´ ¾ µ.
Intuitively, if ½ subsumes ¾ for class then ½ is superior to ¾ for predicting because ½ covers every example of in the training data that ¾ covers and ½ covers only a subset of the non-examples that ¾ covers. Note that a feature ¾ can be a better predictor of class than ½ even if ½ covers more examples of than ¾ if, for example, every example that ¾ covers is in but only half the examples that ½ covers are in . In this case, neither feature subsumes the other. The third heuristic leads to two pruning rules. The first pruning rule is that we do not extend (i.e, specialize) any feature with 100% accuracy. Let ½ be a feature contained by examples of only one class. Specializations of ½ may pass the frequency and confidence tests in the definition of feature mining, but will be subsumed by ½ . The following Lemma, which follows from the definition of subsume, justifies this pruning rule: Lemma 1: If and conf´ µ = 1.0 then subsumes with respect to class .
Our next pruning rule concerns correlations between individual items. Recall that the examples in are represented as a sequence of sets. We say that in examples if occurs in every set in every sequence in in which occurs. The following lemma states that if then any feature containing a set with both and will be subsumed by one of its generalizations:
We precompute the set of all relations and immediately prune any feature, during the search, that contains a set with both and . In section 3, we discuss why relations arise and show they are crucial for the success of our approach for some problems. We can now define the feature mining task. The inputs to the FEATUREMINE algorithm are a set of examples and parameters Ñ Ò Ö Õ, Ñ Ü Û , and Ñ Ü Ð . The output is a non-redundant set of the frequent and distinctive features of width Ñ Ü Û and length Ñ Ü Ð . Formally:
Feature mining: Given examples and parameters Ñ Ò Ö Õ, Ñ Ü Û , and Ñ Ü Ð return feature set such that for every feature and every class ¾ À, if Ð Ò Ø ´ µ Ñ Ü Ð and Û Ø ´ µ Ñ Ü Û and Ö´¬ µ Ñ Ò Ö Õ´ µ and ÓÒ ´¬ µ is significantly greater than then contains or contains a feature that subsumes with respect to class in data set (we use a chi-squared test to determine significance.)
Efficient mining of features
We now present the FEATUREMINE algorithm which leverages existing data mining techniques to efficiently mine features from a set of training examples. Sequence mining algorithms are designed to discover highly frequent and confident patterns in sequential data sets and so are well suited to our task. FEATUREMINE is based on the recently proposed SPADE algorithm [5] for fast discovery of sequential patterns. SPADE is a scalable and disk-based algorithm that can handle millions of example sequences and thousands of items. Consequently FEATUREMINE shares these properties as well. To construct FEATUREMINE, we adapted the SPADE algorithm to search databases of labeled examples. FEATUREMINE mines the patterns predictive of all the classes in the database, simultaneously. As opposed to previous approaches that first mine millions of patterns and then apply pruning as a post-processing step, FEATUREMINE integrates pruning techniques in the mining algorithm itself. This enables it to search a large space, where previous methods would fail.
FEATUREMINE uses the observation that the subsequence relation defines a partial order on sequences. If « ¬, we say that « is more general than ¬, or ¬ is more specific than «. The relation is a monotone specialization relation with respect to the frequency Ö´« µ, i.e., if ¬ is a frequent sequence, then all subsequences « ¬ are also frequent. The algorithm systematically searches the sequence lattice spanned by the subsequence relation, from general to specific sequences, in a depth-first manner. Figure 2 shows the frequent sequences for our example database. TABLE  FREQUENCY TABLE   3 FREQUENT SEQUENCE LATTICE Integrated Constraints: FEATUREMINE integrates all pruning constraints into the mining algorithm itself, instead of applying pruning as a post-processing step. As we shall show, this allows FEATUREMINE to search very large spaces efficiently, which would have been infeasible otherwise. The Rule-Prune procedure eliminates features based on our two pruning rules, and also based on length and width constraints. While the first pruning rule has to be tested each time we extend a sequence with a new item, there exists a very efficient one-time method for applying the rule. The idea is to first compute the frequency of all 2 length sequences. Then if È´ µ Ö´ µ Ö´ µ ½ ¼, then , and we can remove from the suffix partition ℄. This guarantees that at no point in the future will appear together in any set of any sequence.
Empirical evaluation
We now describe experiments to test whether the features produced by our system improve the performance of the Winnow [6] and Naive Bayes [7] classification algorithms.
Winnow:
Winnow is a multiplicative weight-updating algorithm. We used a variant of Winnow that maintains a weight Û for each feature and class . Given an example, the activation level for class is 
Naive-Bayes Classifier:
For each feature and class , Naive Bayes computes P( ) as the fraction of training examples of class that contain . Given a new example in which features ½ Ò are true, Naive Bayes returns the class that maximizes È´ µ¢È´ ½ µ¢ ¢È´ Ò µ. Even though the Naive Bayes algorithm appears to make the unjustified assumption that all features are independent it has been shown to perform surprisingly well, often doing as well as or better than C4.5 [8] . We now describe the domains we tested our approach in and then discuss the results of our experiments.
Random parity problems:
We first describe a non-sequential problem on which standard classification algorithms perform very poorly. In this problem, every feature is true in exactly half of the examples in each class and the only way to solve the problem is to discover which combinations of features are correlated with the different classes. Intuitively, we construct a problem by generating AE randomly-weighted "meta features", each of which is composed of a set of Å actual, or observable, features. The parity of the Å observable features determines whether the corresponding meta feature is true or false, and the class label of an instance is a function of the sum of the weights of the meta features that are true.
Thus, in order to solve these problems, FEATUREMINE must determine which of the observable features correspond to the same meta feature. It is more important to discover the meta features with higher weights than ones with lower weights. Additionally, to increase the difficulty of the problem, we add irrelevant features which have no bearing on the class of an instance. All possible instances are equally likely.
We also choose AE weights Û ½ Û AE , from the uniform distribution between 0 and 1, which are used to assign each instance one of two class labels (ON or OFF) as follows. An instance is credited with weight Û iff the th set of Å features has an even parity. That is, the "score" of an instance is the sum of the weights Û for which the number of true features in ½ Å is even. If an instance's score is greater than half the sum of all the weights,
then the instance is assigned class label ON, otherwise it is assigned OFF. Note that if Å ½, then no feature by itself is at all indicative of the class label ON or OFF, which is why parity problems are so hard for most classifiers.
The job of FEATUREMINE is essentially to figure out which features should be grouped together. Example features that were produced by FEATUREMINE, for the results shown in Table 1 , include ( ½ ½ =true, ½ ¾ =true), and ( ½ =true, ¾ =false). We used a Ñ Ò Ö Õ of .02 to .05, Ñ Ü Ð = 1 and Ñ Ü Û Å.
Forest fire plans:
The FEATUREMINE algorithm was originally motivated by the task of plan monitoring in stochastic domains. Probabilistic planners construct plans with high probability of achieving their goal. The task of monitoring is to "watch" as the plan is executed and predict, in advance, whether the plan will most likely succeed or fail to facilitate re-planning.
In order to build a monitor given a plan and goal, we first simulate the plan repeatedly to generate execution traces and label each execution trace with SUCCESS or FAILURE depending on whether or not the goal holds in the final state of the simulation. We then use these execution traces as input to FEATUREMINE.
Plan monitoring (or monitoring any probabilistic process that we can simulate) is an attractive area for machine learning because there is an essentially unlimited supply of training data. Although we cannot consider all possible execution paths, because the number of paths is exponential in the length of the plan, or process, we can generate arbitrary numbers of new examples with Monte Carlo simulation. The problem of over-fitting is reduced because we can test our hypotheses on "fresh" data sets.
As an example domain, we constructed a simple forest-fire domain based loosely on the Phoenix fire simulator [9] (execution traces are available by email; contact lesh@merl.com). We use a grid representation of the terrain. Each grid cell can contain vegetation, water, or a base. An example terrain is shown in figure 4 . At the beginning of each A 'w' indicates water, an unburnable terrain.
simulation, the fire is started at a random location. In each iteration of the simulation, the fire spreads stochastically.
The probability of a cell igniting at time Ø is calculated based on the cell's vegetation, the wind direction, and how The first sequence holds if bulldozer BD1 moves to the second column before time 6. The second holds if a fire ignites anywhere in the second column and then any bulldozer moves to the third row at time 8.
Many correlations used by our second pruning rule described in section 2.2 arise in these data sets. For example, Á Ò Ø arises in one of our test plans in which a bulldozer never moves in the eighth column.
For the fire data, there are 38 boolean features to describe each event. And thus the number of composite features we search over is´´¿ £ ¾µ Ñ ÜÛ µµ Ñ Ü Ð . In the experiments reported here, we used a Ñ Ò Ö Õ = .2, Ñ Ü Û = 3, and 
Context-sensitive spelling correction
We also tested our algorithm on the task of correcting spelling errors that result in valid words, such as substituting there for their ([10] ). For each test, we chose two commonly confused words and searched for sentences in the 1-million-word Brown corpus [11] containing either word. We removed the target word and then represented each word by the word itself, the part-of-speech tag in the Brown corpus, and the position relative to the target word. For example, the sentence "And then there is politics" is translated into (word=and tag=cc pos=-2) (word=then tag=rb pos=-1) (word=is tag=bez pos=+1) (word=politics tag=nn pos=+2).
Example features produced by FEATUREMINE include (pos=+3) (word=the), indicating that the word the occurs at least 3 words after the target word, and (pos=-4) (tag=nn) (pos=+1), indicating that a noun occurs within three words before the target word. These features (for reasons not obvious to us) were significantly correlated with either there or their in the training set. 
Results
For each test in the parity and fire domains, we generated 7,000 random training examples. We mined features from 1,000 examples, pruned features that did not pass a chi-squared significance test (for correlation to a class the feature was frequent in) in 2,000 examples, and trained the classifier on the remaining 5,000 examples. We then tested on 1,000 additional examples. The results in Tables 1 and 2 used all the examples in the Brown corpus, roughly 1000-4000 examples per word set, split 80-20 (by sentence) into training and test sets. We mined features from 500 sentences and trained the classifier on the entire training set. Table 1 shows that the features produced by FEATUREMINE improved classification performance. We compared using the feature set produced by FEATUREMINE with using only the primitive features themselves, i.e. features of length 1. In the fire domain, we also evaluated the feature set containing a feature for each primitive feature at each time step (this is the feature set of size ¿AE described in section 1.1). Both Winnow and Naive Bayes performed much better with the features produced by FEATUREMINE. In the parity experiments, the mined features dramatically improved the performance of the classifiers and in the other experiments the mined features improved the accuracy of the classifiers by a significant amount, often more than 20%. Table 2 shows the number of features evaluated and the number returned, for several of the problems. For the largest random parity problem, FEATUREMINE evaluated more than 7 million features and selected only about 200.
There were in fact 100 million possible features (there are 50 booleans features, giving rise to 100 feature-value pairs.
We searched to depth 4 since Å ) but most of were rejected implicitly by the pruning rules. Table 3 shows the impact of the pruning rule described in Section 2.2 on mining time. The results are from one data set from each domain, with slightly higher values for Ñ Ü Ð and Ñ Ü Û than in the above experiments.
The pruning rule did not improve mining time in all cases, but made a tremendous difference in the fire world problems, where the same event descriptors often appear together. Without pruning, the fire world problems are essentially unsolvable because FEATUREMINE finds over 20 million frequent sequences.
Related work
A great deal of work has been done on feature-subset selection, motivated by the observation that classifiers can perform worse with feature set than with some ¼ (e.g., [4] ). The algorithms explore the exponentially large space of all subsets of a given feature set. In contrast, we explore exponentially large sets of potential features, but evaluate each feature independently. The feature-subset approach seems infeasible for the problems we consider, which contain hundreds of thousands to millions of potential features.
[10] applied a Winnow-based algorithm to context-sensitive spelling correction. They use sets of 10,000 to 40,000
features and either use all of these features or prune some based on the classification accuracy of the individual features.
They obtain higher accuracy than we did. Their approach, however, involves an ensemble of Winnows, combined by majority weighting, and they took more care in choosing good parameters for this specific task. Our goal, here, is to demonstrate that the features produced by FEATUREMINE improve classification performance.
Data mining algorithms have often been applied to the task of classification. [2] build decision lists out of patterns found by association mining, which is the non-sequential version of sequence mining. Additionally, while previous work has explored new methods for combining association rules to build classifiers, the thrust of our work has been to leverage and augment standard classification algorithms. Our pruning rules resemble ones used by [1] , which also employs data mining techniques to construct decision lists. Previous work on using data mining for classification has focused on combining highly accurate rules together. By contrast, our classification algorithms can weigh evidence from many features which each have low accuracy in order to classify new examples.
Our work is close in spirit to [12] , which also constructs a set of sequential, boolean features for use by classification algorithms. They employ a heuristic search algorithm, called FGEN, which incrementally generalizes features to cover more and more of the training examples, based on its classification performance on a hold-out set of training data, whereas we perform an exhaustive search (to some depth) and accept all features which meet our selection criteria. Additionally, we use a different feature language and have tested our approaches on different classifiers than they have.
Conclusions
We have shown that data mining techniques can be used to efficiently select, or construct, features for sequential domains such as DNA, text, web usage data, and plan execution traces. These domains are challenging because of the exponential number of potential subsequence features that can be formed from the primitives for describing each item in the sequence data. The number of features is too large to be practically handled by today's classification algorithms.
Furthermore, this feature set contains many irrelevant and redundant features which can reduce classification accuracy.
Our approach is to search over the set of possible features, mining for ones that are frequent, predictive, and notredundant. By adapting scalable and disk-based data mining algorithms, we are able to perform this search efficiently.
However, in one of the three domains studied, this search was only practical due to the pruning rules we have incorporated into our search algorithms. Our experiments in several domains show that the features produced by applying our selection criteria can significantly improve classification accuracy. In particular, we have shown that we can construct problems in which classifiers perform no better than random guessing using the original features but perform with near perfect accuracy when using the features produced by FEATUREMINE. Furthermore, we have shown that the features produced by FEATUREMINE can improve performance by as much as 20% in a simulated fire-planning domain and on spelling correction data. More generally, this work shows that we can apply classification algorithms to domains in which there is no obvious, small set of features for describing examples, but there is a large space of combinations of primitive features that probably contains some useful features. Future work could involve applying these ideas to the classification of, for example, images or audio signals.
